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In the spring of 1967, Ojai Valley School 
dedicated a gleaming new building at its 

Hobson Smith House.
Perched at the westernmost edge of 

campus, on a hillside once carpeted with 
sagebrush, the two-story dormitory for girls 

Hobson Smith, mother and grandmother 
of OVS graduates.  The dorm embraced 
the modern mid-century architectural style 

façade, large glass windows, and common 
area that blended the indoors with the 
outdoors.

The new dorm matched the OVS philos-
ophy, embracing the scenic beauty of the 
Ojai Valley with its expansive views. 

In A Thread to Hold, The Story of Ojai 
Valley School, by Patricia Fry, alumnus 
Leslie Jones (U67) described the dorm 

the rooms were convenient, the bath-
rooms were big enough to accommodate 
ten girls at once, more or less, and the 

-
enette was perfect for Sunday brunch or a 
Saturday night movie, a fashion show or a 
girls-only party.”

In those early days at the Upper Campus, 
students were challenged academically, so-
cially, and personally.  They were pioneers 
of a young high school, and they devel-
oped a closeness and camaraderie that, for 
many, continues to this day.

Jones recalled, “sometimes exasperating, 
often fun and almost always interesting 

In the past 50 years, roughly 2,000 

Smith House.  Thirty-six residents evacuat-
ed on the evening of December 4, 2017, 
as the Thomas Fire threatened.  The next 

other buildings on campus.

devastated alumni and current students.
“It’s hard to believe that this place, the 

home of so many people I love so dearly is 
gone without warning and without mercy,” 

dorm.”

Hobson Smith House stood is cleared of 
debris and ready for the next chapter in 

dorm, plans for a new academic center to 
replace the burned Lucila Arango Science 
and Technology Center, as well as a new 
Student Commons. Resident girls will 
live in temporary dorms, 

on campus for the coming 
year.

Joy Lazo and Lew 
Dowdy, parents of rising 
senior Wendy Lazo-Dowdy 
(L15, U19), were among the 
200-plus volunteers who 
helped set up The Village 
and prep the campus be-
fore the start of the second 
semester in January.  Wen-
dy later participated in two 

architects, who have sought 

parents, alumni and faculty members. 
“Rebuilding in the aftermath of the 

Thomas Fire, the OVS community has 
become even stronger and more close-

wrote in a recent email. “Because it is 
truly ‘more about the people than the 

-
bial phoenix and is launching our daugh-
ter into a soaring future.  We couldn’t be 
more grateful.”

U19) echoed the sentiments of alumna 
Leslie Jones in an article she wrote or the 
student newspaper, On The Hill, after the 

“The most important thing about OVS 
is the relentlessly united community,” she 
wrote. “All the memories that I thought 
I’d lost are still here. For even though the 

the past two and half years is gone, the 
relationships and laughs I had there will 
never burn away.”

In 1968, the girls’ softball team, with 
Coach Sharyle Call, took a group picture 
in front of the new dorm.

FROM THE ARCHIVES — REMEMBERING GRACE HOBSON SMITH HOUSE

Ojai Valley School dedicated 

By Tracy Wilson, Director of Admission and Advancement
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An oak tree grows to a certain point, and then 
nothing visibly happens. It appears dormant. But what 
we can’t see is that the root system is reaching down, 
pulling in nutrients and establishing a healthy footing 
before we see its foliage begin.

serves as its symbol, is putting down roots and build-
ing a solid base in anticipation of new growth that 
soon will be visible for all to see. 

This growth will be most evident at the Upper Cam-
pus where in the coming year we will rebuild the ac-
ademic and residential buildings that were destroyed 
in the Thomas Fire. We will rebuild better than before, 

the long-awaited Student Commons, a two-story 

second to none. 
In the aftermath of the devastating Thomas Fire, we 

have the rare opportunity to rebuild in a manner that 
accentuates our identity, our connection to the out-
doors, and our sense of community, while also inno-
vating and enhancing our academic, co-curricular and 
residential programs, thus elevating OVS to a leader-
ship position among independent schools globally.

– and I’m thrilled to report that we are now on our way 
-

building campaign by the Aramont Foundation.
Alumna and past parent Lucila Arango (U84), as 

trustee of the Foundation, stepped forward this sum-
mer and secured this lead gift to inspire others to join 
in our campaign and to ensure that our dormitory, 
science and technology center, and commons are built 
together to truly create a new heart and hub of cam-
pus life. (Learn about Luci and her support of OVS in 
an article in the forthcoming issue of our Family Tree 

Los Angeles-based architect Fred Fisher, a current 
parent, and his architectural team are developing 
designs for the new Aramont Science and Technology 

and the new Student Commons. Those designs will 
be shared in September and we will have updates and 
exciting plans to share throughout the fall. 

For now, I encourage all our alumni, past parents, 
new parents, students and faculty to join in our cam-

multi-year pledge. Or learn more about the RESTORE 
RENEW REBUILD effort by contacting our Develop-

campaign website at www.campaign.ovs.org.
I also invite you to join us on September 21 for a 

-

(U67), also a longtime and generous supporter of OVS. 
The concert will be held in the Carl S. Cooper Amphi-
theater and celebrate our past, present, and future. 

In the resilient spirit of OVS, the entire school com-
munity near and far made a commitment to reopen 

right where it was interrupted. This determination was 
strongly supported by an immediate outpouring of 
generous contributions from alumni of every era, as 
well as parents and friends. 

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

Sincerely,

Michael J. Hall-Mounsey
President/CEO
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Tdollars to support the visionary plans to rebuild the 
Upper Campus after the devastating Thomas Fire.  

Alumna and former parent Lucila Arango (U84), as trust-
ee of foundation, was instrumental in bringing about the 
donation.

Arango lived as a high school student. The loss of both 
buildings devastated students, faculty, and alumni — in-

and help launch the rebuilding campaign.

Arango said. “It was a home to so many of us and to see 
it burned to ground was really devastating.

“For me, the school changed my life, and changed my 

could to rebuild.”  “OVS changes student’s lives, includ-
ing my children’s and mine. I wanted to do what I could 

the OVS experience.”

have been longtime supporters of the school. They were 
lead donors to the science and technology center build 
in 2004, and are now once again stepping forward to 
provide students with a spacious, modern, and innovative 
academic classroom complex that will support its bur-
geoning science and technology curriculum.

Thomas Fire Rebuild

Campaign Update

By Tracy Wilson

Director of Admission and Advancement
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“We want to rebuild as fast as we 
can and get it right for the students 
of the future,” said school President/

will happen, and this gift is just mag-

As envisioned, The Aramont 
Foundation Science and Technology 

new laboratories for chemistry, biol-
ogy, and physics. There will also be a 

lab, a lecture hall, seminar room, two 
computer labs, a media arts studio, 
and courtyard, as well as dedicated 

-
tion area.

The Aramont Center will be rebuilt 
on the site of the former headmas-
ter’s residence, directly south of 
Wallace Burr Hall, creating a central 
academic corridor that will become 
the heart of the campus. The head’s 
house will be relocated to the east 
end of campus.

At the same time, the school plans 

House in the footprint of the former 
dorm to house up to 52 residents. 
The new dorm complex will provide 
resident students with modern, com-
fortable housing that embraces the 
school’s connection to the outdoors, 

with a modest expansion of housing 
units for students and resident staff.

The campaign will also pave the 
way for the Student Commons, a new 
two-story dining hall and student 

time — a place for the entire student 
body to gather for meals and special 
events. The Commons will include a 

-
door dining areas, and a mezzanine 
student lounge. It will also include 
a second-story library and business 
center with expansive views of the 
Ojai Valley.

With support from the Aramont 
Foundation and other donors, the 
school aims to begin construction 
during the 2019-2020 school year.

All three building projects are be-

Fisher, a current OVS parent, and his 

to complete a building plan that is 
environmentally and architecturally 
cohesive — giving students modern 
academic, residential and dining 
facilities that celebrate the spirit of 
innovation and love of the outdoors 
that set Ojai Valley School apart.

Fisher’s team led at the high school 

to gather input from students, teach-
ers, alumni and parents. She said she 

way that embraces the school’s char-
acter, tradition, and programs.

she said, “I’m very happy to see that 
school and the Board [of Trustees] is 
going with his design. He is really go-
ing to carry a vision for the school.”

Her two sons, Paul (U11) and Evan 
(L08, U11) both attended OVS. Paul 

-
oping video games and web comics. 
Evan is pursuing a law degree at 
UCLA.

-
cade on the OVS Board of Trustees. 
She was also among the nearly 200 
volunteers who came out on January 
5 and 6 to prepare the campus to 
reopen for the start of the second 

she and Evan spent the day scaling 
the steep hillside south of Burr Hall to 
plant new landscaping and beautify 
the campus before students returned.

days. “It’s about feeling part of the 
school, and the land, volunteering — 
and getting your hands dirty.”  

The Restore Renew Rebuild 
Campaign for Ojai Valley School is 
underway! In the coming year, we 
hope to secure the lead gifts and 
pledges to fund restoration of two 
signature buildings devastated by 
the Thomas Fire and pave the way 
for a new Student Commons to 
expand and improve facilities at the 
Upper Campus.

will rebuild in a way that is more 
sustainable and architecturally 
cohesive — giving students modern 
academic, residential and dining 
facilities that celebrate the spirit of 
innovation and love of the outdoors 
that sets Ojai Valley School apart.

Learn more at campaign.ovs.org 
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WHAT 
 WE 
FOUND
By Avery Colborn (L16, U20)

IN MID-MAY, OVS past parent and current devel-

piece of paper, its edges ragged and charred. 

U88), found the paper scrap at the Upper Campus 
-

reopening following the devastation wrought by the 
Thomas Fire.

-
cant.

out to be so much more. Inscribed on the potato- 
shaped paper, in silver lettering that somehow 

“...these three but the greatest of these is love.”

prophetic powers, and understand all mysteries and 

mountains, but have not love, I am nothing. So faith, 
hope, love abide, these three; but the greatest of 
these is love.”

-
ment and Admission Tracy Wilson, who is on the 
frontlines of the campaign to rebuild the Upper 
Campus.

“how incredible is it that this testament to the gift of 
love was one of the small items that survived.”

-
as Fire tore through the Ojai Valley, leaving devas-
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California history and destroy more than 
1,000 structures — including the science 
and technology center and the girls’ 
dorm at Upper Campus.

But even with all of the destruction, 
much managed to survive — mementos 
of what was and what remains, many 
of which have presented themselves in 

Below the hill, some of what survived 
was turned into art. 

As the Thomas Fire breached the  
perimeter of the Upper Campus and 

burned so hot that pieces of machinery 

rivers of shiny metal.
As those pieces cooled and hard-

ened, they became emblems of a sort, 
a testament to what was and what re-
mained. They were also quite beautiful, 
and several pieces are now displayed 
throughout both campuses, including a 

part of a lawn mower that now graces 

connects the pool and the amphitheater 
at the Upper Campus.

On top of the hill, even more was 

example.
The senior gift from the Class of 1971, 

with carvings and a cut out of a peace 
sign — rested only a few feet from the 

-
ded valley. The girls’ dorm burned at 
temperatures well over 1,000 degrees, 
but somehow the bench escaped un-
scathed. 

Hobson Smith House. The sign hung 
near the entrance to the girls’ dorm, 

the east perimeter of the building. The 

the sign came through untouched.
“There are things that survived that 

absolutely shouldn’t have survived,” 

as he recalled what was left after the 

they’re still here.”
The ceramics studio, or at least some 

of what was inside of it, proved to be 
another unexpected survivor. Even 

-

dents and faculty was found singed, 
but undamaged.

through. 

I was resigned to this idea that there 

said. “When the news came that these 

was happy, incredibly happy.”
Ceramics teacher Jody Cooper (L71, 

U74) said it made sense some of the 

was lost.

her discovery that an item of much more 
sentimental and personal value to her 

of dancing bears that represented her 
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he is passing on his love for their music to everyone he can, 
including Finley [Nate’s son], by playing it all the time.”

-

were later found by Assistant Head of School Laurel Col-

One more miracle unfolded. On a pole outside of the 

the days afterward. After returning to campus to assess 

It was reminiscent of a previous tragic event in history.

found and put up at the Twin Towers on 9/11, is a real tes-

“To see how torn up that thing is, and partially singed and 
braided, you just realized how terrible that day was. But to 
see it still standing there, it was pretty inspirational.”

the school itself survived.

enough survived to allow us to stay open and do what we 

love, we’re still standing — stronger than ever.

 Lost and found: Mrs. McClenahan holds the scrap of paper she found at the Upper 
Campus in early January. In the midst of hundreds of volunteers working so hard to get 
the campus ready for students to return, it became a powerful metaphor representing 
the possibility of good coming from tragedy.



On June 1, graduating seniors at 
Ojai Valley School each crossed 
a monumental bridge between 

their high school days and the wider 
world that awaited them. 

-
per Campus Head of School Craig Floyd 
and received their diplomas, they each 

newly constructed footbridge connect-
ing the pool area to the amphitheater 
stage.

The new bridge was largely construct-
ed by eighth graders from the Lower 
Campus as part of a project proposed by 

that puts on dances and facilitates the 
class gift every year in conjunction with 

After the Thomas Fire destroyed the 
previous bridge, members of the Eighth 

would be a perfect contribution to the 
Upper Campus.

“We chose [this project] because it 
would be helpful to the Upper Campus,” 

Alex Alvarez, who will attend the Upper 
Campus next year. “It symbolizes the 
bridge from middle to high school and 
unites the campuses, reminding us that 
we are one school.”

In order for the project to come to fru-

-
thing the eighth graders could do. Then, 

they need help constructing it. 
Santiago Soriano, a member of the 

help create the foundation, installing the 

eighth graders, who on Wednesdays 
during the spring came up in different 

much deeper meaning.

“The past several years we’ve done a lot 

relationship. To have the eighth grade 
want to become more involved with 
things that happen up here is huge.”

1 when the senior class began their grad-

some of the eighth graders who helped 
build the bridge sat watching in the 
audience.

The bridge will stand as a symbol of 
strength and unity between the OVS 
campuses, and many of the eighth grad-
ers, who will be returning as freshmen in 

displayed for years to come.  

the campus that I will be attending next 
year,” Alex Alvarez said. “It also made 
me excited for my future at the Upper 

my eighth grade class.”

Bridging 
the gap

By Caroline Morrow (L15, U19)

EIGHTH GRADERS BUILD NEW BRIDGE, ONE-SCHOOL SPIRIT, WITH 2018 CLASS GIFT
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We would like to express our sincere thanks to 
the more than 200 alumni, parents, faculty and 
friends who attended our 5th annual OVS Gala and 
Auction. Together, we raised more than $121,000 
and launched our Campaign for Ojai Valley School 
following the devastating Thomas Fire. Thank you 
to all the participants who raised their paddles 
in support of rebuilding the Grace Hobson Smith 
House, the Lucila Arango Science and Technology 
Center, along with the new Student Commons. 
Contributions to the auction’s Fund-a-Need alone 
raised $85,300.

With a pink sunset stretching across the valley, 
it was a beautiful night to gather with friends and 
support the school.  We would also like to again 
extend our gratitude to our guests of honor: Tony 
McHale (L79), Captain, Ventura County Fire De-

partment; Anthony Williams, Assistant Chief, Los 
Angeles County Fire Department; and John Mc-
Neil, Division Chief, Ventura County Fire Depart-
ment. 

ears to what was happening – communicating with 
us about how best to protect the students and the 
campus.  Our community, including our horses, 
were safely evacuated and out of harm’s way when 

leadership and the valiant efforts of their agencies 

damage.
Our sincere thanks for a wonderful community 

event and campaign kick-off! Mark your calendars 
for the 6th Annual Gala on May 4, 2019.

Gala Raises Funds for Capital Campaign to Rebuild Upper Campus
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U C MPUSUPPER CAMPUS

Celeste Addison – University of San Francisco
In so many ways, Celeste is just hitting her stride as a student in the classroom and of the world 
at large. She did plenty with her time at Ojai Valley School: loyal member of the knitting club and 
fierce defender on the soccer pitch. Dedicated restorer of Channel Islands habitat and proud 
keeper of the Veteran’s Day tradition of planting American flags at the local cemetery. She is a bud-
ding filmmaker (you must see her Capstone project, a hilarious rendition of life in an OVS class-
room) and award-winning Spanish and AP Environmental Science student. But for Celeste, you get 
the feeling that high school was just the warm up, and that the main act is about to unfold in the 
Bay Area and the world beyond the hill where she worked and played these past four years. She 
is poised to take on all that comes her way, having developed clarity of purpose and a true under-
standing of what it takes to get the job done.

on this stage giving the welcome 
speech for my graduation. The year 
was 1983 and I do not remember 
much from that graduation except 

for some of what Headmaster Dok Smith (L62, U65) said about 
me. In regards to winning the Robert G. Cooper Headmaster’s 
Award, which recognizes the senior who showed the most 
growth during his or her senior year, jokingly he said: “He did 
grow a few inches this year.” On a more serious note, before 

pitched that baseball season. 
At that time, I never thought my life journey would lead me 

back to this stage, to be standing here today addressing you at 

A year ago, my youngest son, who was a soon-to-be graduat-
ing senior, asked if I had any pictures from my younger years of 
camping at OVS. I knew just the box where those pictures were 
stored, and together, as we sifted through those memories, we 
came across a scrapbook from my senior year at OVS. In the 
scrapbook was my welcome speech from graduation. As I read it, 
I realized how much is still the same 35 years later. In my speech, 
I referred to the OVS community as a family that supports one 
another, endures through challenges, and celebrates its success-
es. While I did not remember that speech until that day I found it, 
the feelings I held as a student still resonate today.

In March 2015, I was appointed to be the next Head of School 
of the Upper Campus. That spring, I decided to begin writing 

procrastinate. The idea that came to mind was how today is a day 
of change, yet how so little has changed of the core values of this 
school we love so much. 

The students at OVS are like brothers and sisters to each other. 
The teachers serve as parents, or aunts and uncles. This is as true 
today as it was when I was a student. And like me, the students 
behind me have grown up during their time here at OVS, some 
starting as pre-kindergartners at Lower Campus. They have sup-

ported one another, endured through challenges, and celebrat-
ed successes. They are now ready for a change from OVS, which 
starts today. The school philosophy embraces educating the 
whole child. The school has done that for these students.

This past year they have gone camping, studied, competed on 

art, completed the college application process, studied, and 
prepared for this day. But while they prepared for much, these 
seniors learned what is perhaps one of life’s most valuable les-
sons: you can’t prepare for everything.

No one was fully prepared for the impact that the Thomas 
Fire would have on this campus. The OVS community rallied 
around the recovery effort. One goal was to re-open school 
without impacting programs. Another goal was to ensure this 
class of seniors would graduate in this amphitheater. Through 
the volunteerism of current students, faculty, parents, the Board 
of Trustees, alumni, and friends of the school, those goals have 
been reached.

resilience, demonstrating leadership for their younger peers, and 
exemplifying grit and determination to make the second semes-
ter a time of learning, exploration and fun. The Upper Campus 
is where these seniors made memories, and while facilities will 
change through the rebuilding process, they will still be able to 
call OVS home when they leave this stage. 

If there is one thing I know about this group behind me, it is 
that they are ready. They have learned the academic and life 
skills to be successful in college, and beyond. They know how to 
manage their time, do their laundry, get involved in their com-
munity, advocate for themselves, and make smart choices. They 
are prepared, they have the tools, and they have each other. 

What will never change is that these students will always be 
part of our family; they will always be connected to each other, 
even if they no longer see each other or talk to each other every 
day. I know this, because, like you, I left this stage after gradua-
tion, but the relationships I made at OVS have stayed with me 

Head of School Message
By Craig Floyd  —  Head of School, Upper Campus
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Senior Bios
Clara Addison – Cal Lutheran University
There’s a true activist – a titanic life changer – emerging from this diminutive but dynamic graduate. 
Maybe that is because of the wide world Clara has been exposed to in her extensive travels, or maybe 

you get the sense from Clara that she is driven by a moral imperative: that there is a clear right and 
a clear wrong, and that we should all be striving to do what is just. She wrote about this ideology in 
her college essay, lamenting the loss of her native Mayan culture and the need for people – especial-
ly those, like her, born elsewhere and raised in this land of plenty – to connect with their roots. She 
gushed about this ideal after having just watched, at her sister’s college graduation, farm worker activ-
ist Dolores Huerta take the stage and champion the rights of immigrants and the poor and people of 
color. In that speech, Huerta asked the audience: Who has the power to make change? Clara knows the 
answer to the question and there’s no doubt change will begin with her.

Joy Campbell – UCLA
Of all the lessons Joy learned in her time on The Hill, perhaps the greatest can be summed up by one of her favor-
ite characters in her beloved Harry Potter series. With Voldermort’s return in the Goblet of Fire, Hagrid tells Harry: 
“What’s comin’ will come, an’ we’ll meet it when it does.” And so it came at Joy these past four years, challenges 
she could not have imagined when she started as a freshman. Tough courses to be sure, but she handled those 
as we expected, putting in work and unleashing a keen intellect that was recognized on graduation day when she 
was named the outstanding scholar of the senior class. But the challenges came in other ways as well. On the cross 
country course and the soccer pitch. On long backpacking trips and in nerve-wracking presentations such as her 
senior Capstone project. In journalism competitions and in the chaos of the college application process, which 

favorite heroine, Harry Potter’s Hermione, working hard while being unapologetically herself. And through it all, she 
reminded us that fearing the future only harms our present.

Liam Castagna – UC Santa Barbara
With the soul of an artist, the heart of an athlete and the brainpower of a brain surgeon, Liam could very 
well be the most versatile student in the senior class. He was a workhorse in the classroom, taking near-
ly a dozen honors and Advanced Placement classes in everything from Biology to Statistics. He was an 
outstanding athlete, making mighty contributions to the soccer program while also developing individual 
interests in swimming, lifeguarding and resistance training, putting in hours in the gym to improve body 
and mind. He helped launched a garage band at the Upper Campus, fueled by the adrenaline rush of 
live performance. And, on the other end of the spectrum, he dedicated himself to his artwork, spending 
hours in the solitary practice of applying paint to canvas. But mostly, Liam was a contributor, the kind of 
student who needed no invitation to get involved. When the pool needed a new heater, Liam organized 
a swim-a-thon to raise money for the project. When a fellow student set out to raise money to sink wells in 
drought-ravaged Africa, Liam donated hand-painted holiday notecards to help the cause. Liam’s time at 
OVS was marked by a sense of purpose and a generosity of spirit.

Sunny Chang – Boston University
Sunny was selected by her peers to represent the Senior Class and they couldn’t have chosen a better advocate. 
In her time at Ojai Valley School, Sunny emerged as a compelling spokeswoman for justice and equity in so 
many arenas, and those ideals guided her work in the classroom and in her school community. In short, Sunny 
was a doer. Whether it was serving as founding member of the robotics team or an all-important scoring runner 
for the CIF-qualifying cross country squad, she checked in and did the one thing we ask all OVS students to do – 
show up and do your best. Sunny’s excellence was recognized in many ways. She won several year-end awards 
in subjects as confounding as Calculus and Computer Science. And in her senior year, the Society of Women 

and technology. But perhaps it was her more insular work, her worldview expressed through the lens of a cam-
era, that was most impressive about Sunny’s connection to community. A ubiquitous presence at all events OVS, 
Sunny delivered frame after frame of insight and impression, helping us celebrate the best of who we are.
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U C MPUSUPPER CAMPUS

Sam Desmond – Salt Lake Community College
When the Thomas Fire ravaged the Upper Campus, destroying signature buildings and crucial facilities, 
Sam didn’t wait around to be asked how he could help. He just showed up, rolled up his shirtsleeves 
and got to work. That’s Sam in a nutshell. Incredibly kind and unfailingly generous, he stepped forward 
to work over the course of a weekend with a small army of volunteers to prepare for the reopening of 
school for the second semester, barely a month after the blaze. No one who knows Sam well would be 
surprised by his actions. Really, he is all heart. He demonstrated this on the cross country course, work-

decade, to run at CIF. He demonstrated this in the classroom, where he challenged himself to take tough 
Advanced Placement and honors classes, not to pad his academic resume but because the courses held 
answers to questions that had long concerned this deep thinker. Again, that’s Sam in a nutshell. He leads 
by example, valuing honesty and integrity, friendship and community.

Leila Giannetti – George Washington University
Leila could become anything she wants. On graduation day, the Head of School noted, she could easily become 
a lawyer. Her performance as the best attorney at the year-end mock trial certainly proved that, and anyone who 
has ever engaged in argument with Leila would certainly second that emotion. In addition to her world-class 

Leila in a lab coat interpreting the human genome sequence. Or on Broadway belting out show tunes – or at the 
UN brokering world peace. For some, these accolades would be so much hyperbole. But not so for Leila. In her 
years at the Upper Campus, she blazed a wide and true path, starring in every musical, taking on multiple leader-
ship positions, and pursuing a program of study aimed at quenching and fueling her academic curiosity. But of 
all that stands out about Leila, we are particularly drawn to these two anecdotes. When the girls’ soccer team was 
going to be forced to fold for lack of players, Leila recruited athletes to bring the team back to life. And when our 
high school could not offer girls’ softball, Leila simply decided she would play baseball with the boys, matching 
them hit-for-hit. That’s who she is: a go-getter extraordinaire and a model student who always gave her all.

Emma Gustafson – New York University
in the library with her friends. The last time she rode her horse. Her last time overseeing the journalism class as 
editor-in-chief.  What she failed to mention, however, was the lasting impression she made at the Upper Campus, 
especially as a student journalist. A gifted, purposeful writer, Emma crafted an amazing tale over the past four 
years, emerging as a student leader and a top-notch equestrian during her high school days. But it was in the 
newsroom where she truly found her voice. In her senior year, Emma served as editor-in-chef of the award-win-
ning OVS journalism crew, overseeing a small team of writers that racked up top prizes in writing competitions, 

gun violence and the rebuilding effort at the Upper Campus in the wake of the Thomas Fire. She exercised this 
gift freely and forcefully during her time at the Upper Campus, and now she is ready to share it with the wider 
audience that awaits her off the hill. How lucky they are.

Wendy Hang – Boston University
Wendy is wicked smart. As she heads off to college in Boston, she should grow accustomed to the Beantown 
vernacular, and she should understand how that term applies to her. Arriving to the Upper Campus as a sopho-
more, Wendy emerged as one of our most curious and accomplished learners, earning perfect grades in all classes 

English skills were so shaky she said she could barely understand what her teachers were saying. So, typical of Wen-

She took and aced a half-dozen AP courses – three of those in her senior year – and participated fully in every facet 
of OVS life. She was a student leader, a devoted volleyball player, and captain of the OVS robotics team.  But it was 

-
cer or tea to serve at The Ojai tennis tournament or animals to befriend at the local Humane Society shelter, Wendy 
could be counted on to show up and volunteer her services. And that tells you all you need to know.
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Ellen Hou – Savannah College of Art and Design

the offer came so quickly is not surprising. For it’s likely that SCAD saw in Ellen what we all have known for the 
past four years: she has a remarkable gift for expression of all kinds. She is a soulful and innovative artist, honored 

to the OVS philosophy that holds that the outdoors is merely an extension of the classroom. In her junior year, 
she was awarded the J.B. Close Award for demonstrating excellence in outdoor education. She was also in her 
junior year winner of the Sandy Ballou Award for excellence in the equestrian program, the activity that became 

the place that would allow her to continue to ride. Talented and motivated, Ellen did not waste time talking 
about what she did well – she let her actions do all the speaking for her.

Andrew Meng – Southern Methodist University
It would be easy to think of Andrew as simply a basketball player. And to be sure, his dedication to that sport and to 
his teammates was impressive. He played all four years on the varsity squad, and when he wanted to build in extra 
practice and bonding time for the players, he organized and essentially coached a practice team that worked out 
during the fall sports season. He recounts as one of his favorite memories the time he got to spend the summer 

Shanghai and Hangzhou regions of China.  But to focus on Andrew as a “basketball guy” is to miss the much larger 
qualities of this jovial and endearing young man. There is perhaps no member of the senior class who made great-
er strides academically, rising from a young, unfocused freshman to a curious student deeply invested in making 
the most of his classroom experiences. He made friends easily and was at ease poking fun at himself – we won’t 
soon forget the pillows he handed out in honor of his birthday featuring Andrew in full frame. He’s got skills on the 
court, but he also has developed a new set that will allow him to meet any challenge.

Usmon Mirzoaliev – Hult International Business School
There are the two Usmons. There is the Usmon who is tough as nails, the kid who was one of the top 
amateur boxers in his native Tajikistan and the one who tracks down opposing soccer players with the 
precision of a jungle cat. Then there is the other Usmon, the one who plugged into his school community 
and drew as much voltage as he could. That second Usmon took leadership roles at the school, including 
serving as the Student Council’s athletic representative, captain of the soccer team and dorm represen-
tative. He threw himself into community service projects and focused his academic work on meeting his 
long-term goal of becoming involved in politics or diplomacy in his home country. In that area Usmon 
appears to have found his academic sweet spot. Teachers note his ability and willingness to add great 

barriers and clear up misconceptions about those who emigrate from different parts of the world. Cer-
tainly, his worldview will continue to be an asset as he moves toward his goals

Kase Skillern – UC Berkeley
Brilliant in the classroom, a leader in the school community, a tenacious, driven athlete. Kase cut a wide swath in 
his time on the hill, throwing himself into all things OVS with the urgency of a man quickly running out of time. 

help rebuild. When students were needed to walk laps to raise money for cancer awareness, Kase stepped for-
ward to lend his strength and stamina. When runners were needed to help bolster the cross country team, Kase 
demonstrated just what kind of athlete he is by playing two sports in one season, while helping his fellow runners 

not so readily apparent that set Kase apart: the size of his heart. Kase in the end is simply a good guy, the kind of 
student who goes out of his way to help a peer carry a heavy pack on a long hike or a teacher juggling one too 
many books. We can think of few qualities more valuable or more true to the OVS spirit.
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Peter Weckerle – Hult International Business School
Animated, gregarious, and self-assured, Peter is full of spirit, opinions, and conversation. And true to 
his outgoing nature, there is no corner of the OVS experience he left untouched. Student Government? 
Check. Dorm prefect? Check. Athlete, scholar and community service volunteer? Check, check, check! If 
OVS had an “I Love OVS” club, Peter could very well be its president. In the classroom, Peter discovered 
that he had a mind for business, and he is excited for his college studies and internships to pursue a 

than the soccer pitch, a sport he loved and sought to master. He played hard, but he played fair. He 
was as quick to make a run toward the goal as he was to extend a hand to a competitor who had hit the 
ground. That was Peter’s story at OVS. He found his passions and then dedicated himself to mastering 
those. It might be fair to say that none of us saw this level of character and leadership coming when Peter 
arrived as a sophomore. But now it’s hard to imagine OVS without it.

Jacob Tadlock – Whittier College
Jacob possessed the kind of leadership skills that make him stand out among his peers, leading our school in 
his senior year as Student Body president, a dorm prefect and a key member of our Leadership Council. In the 
school garden, on the cross country course, on the student government campaign trail, on outdoor excursions, 
and in the dorm, his resume served as a testament to his love for his school community, but it also was evidence 
of the curiosity and commitment he infused into so many of the tasks he took on. Take, for example, the hard 
weeks and months of focused preparation he put into shaping himself into the best runner on the cross country 

CIF berth in many years. So driven was Jacob by this passion for running that he took it upon himself in his junior 
year to train for and run a full marathon. In the same way, as a student leader he served as the heart and soul for 
our campus, rallying the troops to complete community service projects and to squeeze the most they could out 
of their days on the hill. That’s exactly what he did and we were the better for it.

Philip Trompke – UC Santa Cruz
He appears to be so gentle. And really, he is. But way down deep, beneath that quiet, serene 
exterior, is a student, roboticist and athlete blessed with grit and brimming with talent. On a 
soccer pitch or robotics lab or a golf course, Philip represented all we expect from an OVS stu-
dent – someone who shows up and gives his best. Someone who if he falls short, gets up and tries 
again. He is a student who truly experiences all facets of his education, whether they take place 
in a classroom or at a backcountry campsite. So well liked was Philip that his peers chose him to 
represent the senior class, and he helped hold together his peers when they struggled to get to 
the finish line in completing their Senior Project. While he grew up in his native Germany an avid 
outdoorsman, especially when it came to skiing, he developed as an OVS student a love for the 
ocean, and he plans to earn his college degree in marine science, an obtainable goal given his 
focus and determination.

Evan Wang – UC Riverside
He’s a strong man – quite literally. That’s because Evan could be found most days working out in the gym (and 
when the gym was replaced with a biology lab after the Thomas Fire, working out poolside), pursuing some 
ideal of the human form only he could see. Indeed, Evan dedicated his senior Capstone project to that pursuit, 

a young man who has grown so incredibly much as a student. Arriving to the Upper Campus as an ESL student, 
Evan emerged as a curious and accomplished learner, taking an array of Advanced Placement classes that fo-
cused on his interest in math and the sciences. He was quick to volunteer when others needed a hand, manning 
a booth at Ojai day and dedicating a morning at the Ojai Music Festival to teach younger students how to play 

running deep.
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Albee Xu – UC Santa Barbara
Her teachers described Albee as conscientious, bright, funny, enthusiastic, and engaged – and a 
quiet, powerful leader who let her actions speak for themselves. Whether it was a chorale piece she 
was trying to perfect, a hard-hit backhand on the tennis court she was scrambling to return, or a chal-
lenging essay prompt she was working hard to dissect, she was fastidious in her work from start to 

Albee demonstrated a calm and quiet leadership in the dorms and on campus. And she wasn’t afraid 
to push herself academically, including at the end of the year when she took a lead role as a defense 
attorney in the mock trial. Albee is incredibly nice, quick to smile and to show concern for others. But 

-

a future that is bright and full of promise.

Shotaro Yamamura – Santa Monica City College
Mr. Baseball. That’s how so many know him. And why not? He dedicated so much of his time on the hill to 
perfecting this craft, digging in and becoming a mainstay at second base. He was a key member of the team 

baseball in many years. Add to that, Shotaro led the entire Omega League in runs scored, an amazing accom-
plishment for the lead-off hitter. But to think of Shotaro only in terms of baseball would be to overlook how much 
he grew and how much he learned during his OVS journey. Quiet, even shy, by nature, Shotaro showed up at the 
Upper Campus with some reluctance to get up and speak in front of a crowd. But that changed dramatically over 
the years, most evidenced by his senior Capstone project where he spoke forcefully and passionately about his 
attempts to teach himself Korean. But it’s the “why” behind that project that was most impressive. Shotaro had 
made so many good friends over the years, and so many of those from Korea, that he wanted to learn the lan-
guage so that he could visit them in their home country.  A good friend to all, Shotaro’s wide smile will be missed.

Tony Yang – Franklin and Marshall College
During his four years at the Upper Campus, Tony grew from a reserved, introspective student to a zealous 
participant who realized his potential to have a positive impact on his school community, and on the world 
at large. He emerged as a curious and tenacious learner, taking Advanced Placement courses in physics, 
statistics and calculus. And he bloomed as a public speaker, as evidenced by his senior Capstone presentation 

spent a summer break working with the great apes in Indonesia. But it was outside of the classroom, on the 

career to try sports that were new to him, immersing himself in the culture of baseball and cross country and 
lacrosse. If asked, Tony would downplay his skill level in those sports, but don’t be fooled. He rose to the chal-
lenge of hitting a fastball and cradling a lacrosse ball and completing a three mile course, and he emerged as 
a favorite among his peers (and fans!) simply for the effort he put forth to excel in theses areas.

Jenny Zhang – Savannah College of Art and Design (Hong Kong)
Jenny lives an authentic life, remaining true to herself at all times. And that can’t be easy given how many ver-
sions of her “self” there are. There’s the soulful, talented artist, the one who loved working with fabrics and who 
designed her own prom dress in her senior year (that was the focus of her senior Capstone project). There’s the 
curious, tenacious student, the one who excelled in Advanced Placement courses in everything from physics 
to psychology, and who came to understand the intrinsic value of learning for the sake of learning. There was 
the tough-as-nails athlete, the one who played volleyball and ran cross country. Fun fact: she gave up volleyball 
her senior year to help her fellow cross country runners earn a post-season CIF berth. And then there was the 
performer, the actor and dancer seemingly drawn to the spotlight, the one who could be counted on to support 
every musical performance, no matter how big or small.  In every one of these endeavors, there was no half way 
with Jenny, no hemming and hawing about how much effort would be required on her part. It was all in with Jenny, 
a life at OVS made up of meaningful moments, and we know with certainty that there are many more ahead.

Senior Bios
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ANDREW KILLE AWARD
Given to the senior who has demonstrated himself or her-
self to be a leader with a strong sense of community; one 
who has been consistently hard working, helpful, friendly, 
and who has exhibited a good sense of humor.

WALLACE BURR AWARD
Established to recognize the student who has made 

unsolicited service.
Max Wu

ROBERT G. COOPER AWARD
Honors the senior who has demonstrated the most 
growth during his or her senior year.

Jacob Tadlock, Leila Giannetti

A. CARL KOTCHIAN AWARD
Awarded to the most outstanding scholar, not only for 
academic achievement but also for this student’s level 
of effort and intellectual curiosity.

Joy Campbell

Kase Skillern

Major Awards
C MPUSUPPER CAMPUS
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CARL S. COOPER AWARD
Recognizes the underclass student, or students, for their 
leadership and character. It is an award that neither dwells in 
the past nor predicts the future. It honors the individuals for 
who they are, here and now. 

Lilli Trompke, Max Wu

DOROTHY BURR LITERARY AWARD
Recognizes the student for outstanding writing based on the 
submission of written work.

Wendy Lazo-Dowdy

SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
Given to the athletes who have most demonstrated  
integrity, leadership, and, above all, good sportsmanship. 

Olivia Brown, Nolan Colborn 

J.B. CLOSE AWARD
Recognizes the student, or students, who have exhibited 
the most enthusiasm and active participation in the out-
door program. 

Aaron Wolf

SANDY BALLOU MEMORIAL TROPHY
Recognizes the student who demonstrates good horseman-
ship, sportsmanship, and the belief that competition is not 
as important as the simple joy of being with a horse.

Jaclyn Sersland, Ivy Sun
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Even if you are buzzing with excitement 
to leave, take a moment to say thank you. 
For the past couple of years, or several, or 
even more like a decade for some, OVS has 

in our lives - the people sitting next to us on 
this stage have been our constants and now 
we have to say goodbye to the place, the 
people, and everything else. 

             - Jacob Tadlock (L14, U18) 
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They’re not gone per se - we can always come 
back and say hello, but it will be different. Today 
we are saying goodbye to what OVS is to us 
now, what it has been for the past years, to 
seeing these teachers, these friends everyday. 
So thank you OVS, thank you friends, family, 
thank you classmates. I am so proud to be here 
with you, thank you teachers for the foundations 
you have helped us lay. 

             - Joy Campbell (L14, U18) 
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In any educational institution, it is 
all too easy to focus on the grades 

passed on to students and forget 
the fact that as educators we often 
learn as much from our students as 
they learn from us. Recognizing that 

every class, every encounter, an 
open dialogue between teacher 
and student. In recognition of this 
dynamic, which is the epitome of 

share ten things I have learned from 
and about the graduating class of 

-
dents have as much to say as the 
loudest. There are extroverts and 
introverts in every class, but in this 
class, they each found their voice 
and made themselves heard. I hope 

and value your ideas; I hope the 

voice.

goofy. This class doesn’t fear being 
different (these are the things you 

-
ness with them). They are not afraid 
to put themselves on stage; in fact, 

they welcome it. I hope you will 
live boldly, be original, and let your 

loud as this class. Continue to be 
exactly who you are, even as you 
change and grow.

the tough situations — they will de-

and uncertainty, and they pitched 
in to help.  With the play, so many 

and lost their voices, but the show 
went on, and they created some of 
the best on-stage moments in OVS 
history. 

even when there are no immediate 

the challenging issues of our times, 

their instincts. I hope you will con-

of yourselves, of each other, and of 
the world at large. 

-
nities to be inspired. From Nic and 

Rowing Club after reading Boys in 

to CatieJo receiving an honorable 
mention in the Ventura County 
poetry contest, to the ESL students 

language arts, to the science fair 
participants trying to catch up with 

many of you went the extra dis-
tance. I hope you will continue to 

forgiveness and giving each other 
a clean slate and a pass. A number 
of you came up against the hard 
edges of fact and reason, and there 
were repercussions, and it wasn’t 
easy. But as a class, you rallied and 
gave each other a second chance. 
I hope you will continue to see the 

best in each other and be generous 
and forgiving with all of the rest of 
us who are still not yet perfect. 

Number Seven. When you are 

two things feed on each other and 
you are more open to going big, 
accepting criticism, and going even 
bigger the next time. This class is 

-

necessarily a bad thing. Being free 

Keep practicing.  
-

selves in someone else’s shoes. 
Always. This class read “To Kill a 

message about change and empa-
thy. I saw the questions and results 
of your Socratic seminar and was 
awed. When you read the history 

imagine yourselves in other peo-
ple’s lives.

Don’t just read, or write, or sing, 
-

sure. Let music guide you as much 
as math; let art guide as much as 
language arts. But above all, be cre-

moments this year were unscripted.  
I was fortunate to be there for some 
of them. 

because someone did it before you, 
doesn’t mean you need to repeat 

came up with more new ideas for 
events than any group that pre-
ceded them. I hope, as part of this 
class but also as individuals, you 

drop the mic, and bring your elders 
along with you.

In OVS history, this school year 
will always be connected to the 

be connected to this class what I 
learned from all of you.

By Gary Gartrell
Head of School, Lower Campus

HEAD OF SCHOOL MESSAGE
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SPORTSMANSHIP AWARD
The highest honor we can give an eighth-grade student. Its 
purpose is to commend the student who with his or her ac-
tions and attitude, contributed to the school community in a 
sensitive and constructive manner in all phases of school life. 

Hayden Houseman

J.B. CLOSE AWARD

contributions to camping, backpacking, and rock climbing trips, 
love and respect for nature, and commitment to helping others 
in the face of adversity set this student apart.

Joshua Taft

HEAD OF SCHOOL AWARD
or eighth graders, have made during their years at Lower 
Campus.

Haruka Hahn, Violet Ruby, Catherine Larkin

PAUL PITTMAN AWARD
Recognizes the student, or students, who have exhibited the 
most enthusiasm and active participation in the equestrian 
program. 

Charlotte Sedlak, Alexandra Alvarez

MICHAEL D. HERMES AWARD
Given to the most outstanding eighth-grade student athletes.

Ryan Farrell, Vicky Fei

MICHAEL J. HALL-MOUNSEY AWARD
Honors the boarding student who has consistently served as 
an outstanding role model for his or her peers and who has 
demonstrated initiative, leadership, and responsibility. 

Vicki Fei, Angelo Scotto

Major Awards
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As we move on to the next branch of our lives, 
and leave behind the amazing things that we 
have been so lucky to have here, we will be able 
to use our super powers and not only survive 

and interests. Although we may lose our favor-
ite teachers, classrooms, weekend trips, dodge 
ball champion titles, and much more, we will still 
have our memories. 

             - Alex Alvarez (L18)
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Looking back over this year, you can see the 
growth within our class. We have teamed up to 
accomplish great things for each other and the 
OVS community as a whole. We have all learned 
to use our toolbox of ideas while working on these 
projects to better our community and ourselves. 

             - Hayden Houseman (L18)
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After more than a quarter century of  
minding the shelves at the Van Patten 
Library, Lower Campus librarian Carol 

 
and distinguished career.

Well loved for her gentle nature and soothing 

most recently overseeing a complete remodel of 
a space that has been so warm and welcoming 
for generations of OVS students.

However, while she served as librarian for most 

where she began her OVS career.

grades, serving as an elementary coordinator, 
an art teacher, a middle school English teacher, 

school librarian when her husband, current OVS 

of the Lower Campus in the fall of 1989. 
“She is a lifelong educator,” Lower Campus 

dedicated her career to the tradition and impor-
tance of reading and literacy.”

She can remember her grandmother reading to 
her when she was a child and how enchanted 
she was with the power of story. In her years as a 
librarian she sought to pass that feeling on to the 
students. 

that I helped them do that.”

-

Under her watch, the Van Patten Library was recently 
-

cases and improved heating and air conditioning. Sturdy old 

comfortable seating — including a loveseat, armchairs, low 
tables and seating for primary students — were added.

-

served in the library.

-

The Teddy Bear,

Although she will return to Lower Campus as a guest sto-
ryteller, it is undeniable that the Van Patten Library will not 
be the same without her daily presence. That said, she plans 
to continue to help behind the scenes and her teachings will 
live on in the students and teachers she has read to, helped 

“Carol’s storytelling and passion for literature has instilled 

 Carol  Hall-Mounsey
P LESPROFILES

By Joy Campbell (L14, U18)
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I -
pus students, as well as all the 
staff and faculty, are crammed 

into the cafeteria, their raincoats and 

-
-

tating Thomas Fire. Head of School 

the group, solemn, wholly uncharac-
teristic of the usually jovial man. With 
the rain beating down behind them, 

-
ly as their headmaster cleared his 

gathering. “We are committed to 
providing the same programs, activ-
ities, and everything we have done 
prior to December 4. We have made 
that commitment and now it’s your 
turn to step up and live up to your 
commitment to the school.”

to tear up, his voice catching every 
so often. But his speech wasn’t one 

-
ery, the strength of the school and 
the resilience of its students and 
teachers.

current position at the start of the 
2017-2018 school year, he expected 
change. Change from the 28 years 
under the previous headmaster. 

had as assistant head of school to 

with a conference table, a mini fridge 
-

geous view of the hills surrounding 
campus.

But no amount of training could 
prepare him for the trials he would 

-
mester, he had already presided over 

-
ing students and he was juggling the 

demands of accommodating 42 new 
students, some of whom were being 
housed at the Lower Campus as 
renovation of Hermes Dorm (formerly 
Bristol House) was being completed.

But his biggest test came on 
December 4, when the Thomas Fire 
forced the evacuation of students, 
resident staff, horses, and his own 
family from the Upper Campus. 

dormitory and the Lucila Arango 
Science and Technology Center. It 
caused extensive damage to other 
areas of campus as well, and pre-
sented an enormous administrative 

exams and then reopen the campus 
in time for the second semester.  

destroy his passion for the school.
“Being a student here and having 

[this school] be a part of [my] life 
for so long, it was very emotional,” 

By Caroline Morrow (L15, U19)

Craig Floyd
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up here on my own on Wednesday 

teared up because it is so important 
[to me].”

 
Upper Campus in the fall of 1979 
as a wide-eyed freshman. He was 
in love with all things outdoors and 

and play sports, joining the base-
ball and soccer teams.

By the time he had graduated 

memories that would last a lifetime. 
But his graduation didn’t end his 
OVS story. After studying at various 
colleges, he travelled to New Zea-
land to play professional fastpitch 
softball for two and a half years 
before returning to OVS as a dorm 
parent and coach.

It was during the summer of 

 

in years. 
“Over the course of the next 

seven days we spent a lot of time 

got engaged and eight months 
later we got married. We’ve been 
married for 25 years.”

The couple moved to Northern 
California and started a family, 

(both are OVS graduates now in 
college). After a string of business 
ventures, the Floyds returned once 
again to OVS in the fall of 2006 as 

the resident program and athletics. 
While focused on residential life, 

experiences that included running 

economics. Deeply committed 
to the school, he sought the role 

announced he would retire.

second father. I could see myself 
being at OVS for the rest of my life. 

the traditions and history of OVS 

With the Thomas Fire now be-

the future, whether that be joining 
in meetings with architects about 

-
ing students for their input on how 
to improve the campus.

It is truly an era of change. With 

whether it be the possible threats 

“He has had more challenges 
in six months than most people 
get in a decade, if not a lifetime,” 

school’s president and CEO. “He’ll 
be [headmaster] during an era of 

massive improvements.”

speech on that rainy morning of 
January 8, one thing was clear. 

efforts of the students, faculty, 
and all the unseen and unnamed 
players — including hundreds of 
parents, alums and friends of OVS 

on its feet.
Through tears, he comforted the 

students with his heart-felt, dedi-
cated words. His speech was the 
much-needed beacon of hope that 
the student body needed to have 

again.

away a month ago,” he told those 
at the early January meeting. “But 
no, we made that commitment to be 

Mr. Floyd in the 1979 OVS yearbook as a freshman.
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C NEWSCAMPUS NEWS

JUNIOR CAROLINE MORROW (L15)
Valley Student Poetry Contest, organized by the Ventura Arts 
Council and the Ojai Poetry Series, while three other OVS 
students were also honored.

The Ojai Poetry Series hosts monthly poetry readings. The 
series was founded by Assistant Head of School Crystal Davis 
and retired College Counselor Judith Oberlander, both long-
time English teachers at the Upper Campus.

When they realized the surge of coffee house poetry 
readings in Ojai had dwindled, they decided to save the 
tradition. Last fall, the series drew the attention of the Ven-

Oberlander to create the Ojai Valley Student Poetry Contest. 
The winners’ reading ceremony was held in the Ojai Library, 

 
participants in total. From those, three OVS juniors —  

from the judges. Lilli placed second, and Catherine and Con-
way were each awarded an honorable mention.

of how much the importance of poetry has grown within the 
community.

“Putting [your poetry] out there to be validated by other 
-

and we sing louder, and write more.”

Morrow wins Ojai
Valley Poetry Contest

j

Tri-County Journalism Educators’ Association competition 
and came away with seven awards, including a second place 

OVS program has been recognized as among the best in 
Ventura, Santa Barbara and San Luis Obispo counties.

Individual award winners included second place showings 
for Avery Colborn (L16, U20) in news writing and senior Joy 
Campbell (L14, U18) in editorial writing, and third place 

Caspian Ellis (L16, U20) for feature photography.
The OVS journalism program also earned an honorable 

mention in the Best Newspaper category for an issue de-
voted to the effects and recovery efforts of the Thomas Fire, 
which tore through the Upper Campus and destroyed sev-
eral buildings, including the classroom where the journalism 
students met and produced their award-winning digital and 
print publications. 

OVS rakes in awards at journalism competition
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OUTDOOR EDUCATION is woven 
into the school experience at OVS 
from the beginning of the academic 
year to the very end. Our middle 
school and elementary students 
participated in spring camping trips 

-
tures for the 7th and 8th graders in 
the Sespe Wilderness area. Sixth 
graders concluded their yearlong 
study of the Ventura River watershed. 

outdoors with journal writing and 

The day before promotions, the 

Valley Falls for its traditional Boney 

to the Kern River, Santa Rosa Island 

region, where millions of years of 
erosion from wind and water have 
created slot canyons, natural arches 
and a climbing and a bouldering 
wonderland.

Ojai Valley School offers one of the 
most comprehensive outdoor edu-
cation programs of any independent 
school, engaging students in grades 
PK-12 in environmental studies and 
exploration of the stunning moun-
tains, canyons, deserts, and beaches 
in the West. As we strive to develop 
the intellectual and personal growth 
of all of our students, Outdoor Ed-
ucation is a core part of that experi-
ence and tradition for the school. 

OVS Outdoors
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Our high school equestrians traveled to Portu-
gal last spring, which provided a wonderful 
opportunity to experience dressage on 

highly trained Lusitanos in the most amazing setting 
imaginable. The equestrian center, Quinta do Rol, is 
part of a much larger ranch set amid rolling green hills 
that grows apples, citrus and wine grapes.

“The facility, the horses, instructors and accommo-
dations were superb and every rider came away from 
the experience having learned and experienced new 

changes, piaffe, passage to an exhilarating ride on the 

-

Lisbon.

combined middle and high school equestrian teams 
hit the ground running for the annual two-day Pony 

judged both on their riding and stable management. 
-

liness, the judge’s comment was “perfection.” The 

the riders discussed what went wrong and managed 
those issues on the second day of jumping with clean 

Equine Abroad
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has been crowned league champions. In only their second year 

10 consecutive wins in league play. While the team had some 
massive victories and narrow ones, the players showed toughness, 
resilience and sportsmanship throughout every game.

“The team improved a lot throughout the season and with every 

said junior co-captain Nolan Colborn (L15). “This season has been 

year.”
Some season highlights included two home runs from Nolan 

Tyler Davis (L16). Freshman Adrian Ortiz led the league in RBIs 

At the end of each season, Omega League coaches discuss 
highlights and recognize top players. Adding to their list of acco-
lades, Adrian and Shotaro were voted First Team All-League, while 

With the team only losing one starting player next season, the 

success in the future.
“I am optimistic about next year,” head coach Doug Colborn 

need to do to improve.”

OVS students staged two colorful and complex musical productions 

by the high school students and concluding with the middle school pro-
duction of “Chitty Chitty Bang Bang.” The cast and crew of both shows 
dazzled audiences with vibrant dance numbers, strong vocal perfor-

ERFOORMINGPP
ARTS
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For a third consecutive year, Ojai Valley School, 
in partnership with the Channel Islands National 

students to access the islands for environmental edu-
cation and restoration projects.

national effort to connect students, teachers, and vol-
unteers with public lands and waterways. The school 
will use the funds to access the islands and use them 
as living laboratories for environmental monitoring 
and restoration, broadening the focus on place-based 
education and conservation programs.

The award, funded by the National Environmental 
Education Foundation, continues collaborative efforts 

grant, which paid for travel costs to and from Anacapa 

on-site in nurseries, planted native species, removed 
invasive vegetation, and compiled plant restoration 
data.

an OVS education,” said Technology and Sustainability 
-

while participating in important, achievable habitat 
restoration efforts on the Channel Islands.”

OVS was awarded the state’s top honor for environ-
mental excellence in education last year in recognition 
of its commitment to sustainability.  The school was 
one of seven independent schools statewide to be 

OVS Awarded Federal Grant for 
Restoration, Environmental Education
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Fittingly, the email came during 
journalism. It was the email that Emma 

the OVS journalism program, had waited 

The girls’ dorm lounge, where jour-
nalism students were watching a movie, 
fell silent as Emma debated whether to 

her future. Finally she opened it. And the 
room erupted in screams.

After months of waiting, Emma 

the odds and had been admitted into 

“When I found out I was waitlisted, I 
was alone in the barn, and, honestly, I 
was crushed,” Emma recalled about re-

her waitlist status. “But when I learned 
I was admitted, I was with the whole 
journalism class and we were jumping 

up and screaming and hugging and 
there was so much love and support in 
that room. I’m so glad that was where I 
was and who I was surrounded by when 
I found out. I wouldn’t have had it any 
other way.”

Similar stories abound for the Class of 
2018. This year’s seniors sent out approx-
imately 170 applications and received 
87 acceptances, according to College 

of that group applied Early Decision and 
Early Action, an increase in the number 
of students who have done so in previ-
ous years. The graduating seniors will 
scatter across the country as they attend 

Francisco, Savannah, and Washington 
D.C.

“I’m incredibly proud of this year’s 
class, and they should be awfully proud 

are racing off into the next chapter of 
their lives, and every one of them is well 
prepared to do so. I can’t wait to hear 

all about their adventures as college 
students.”

choosing the school where they wanted 
to spend the next four years of their life 
was one of the easiest decisions they 
have ever made. 

deciding where to apply, avoiding appli-

the big decision.
-

lege on the West Coast, but that only 
narrowed her list down to ten schools. 
With the University of California applica-

submission button late into the night of 
November 29. 

There were still several applications 
waiting to be completed when the 
Thomas Fire forced her and her family to 
evacuate Ojai in early December, caus-
ing a delay in the application process. 
With just days to apply, and with 2,000 

By Jaclyn Sersland (U19)

C BOUNDCOLLEGE BOUND

FINDING THE RIGHT FIT
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words to write, Joy spent day and night typing away until they 
were all done. 

me, it was a huge commitment,” Joy said. “Once the application 
was out of my hands, it wasn’t even really up to me, and that 
really scared me.” 

Joy earned admission to almost every school to which she ap-

of Creative Studies at UC Santa Barbara.
-

jors were all important factors in her decision, but UCLA ended 
up being the perfect match for her.

easier. Leila spent three summers at college programs in Wash-
ington D.C., started preparing for the ACT in her sophomore 
year, and before the common application was even available, she 

She had fallen in love with everything about the school, from 
the location to how perfect it was for her interests in international 

the nationwide trend that has an increasing number of students 

college application process. By the beginning of senior year, her 

deadline. 
Several other seniors made their college choices early, and 

there seems to be a trend this year of students heading off to 
college in pairs.

Wendy Hang (U18) was accepted Early Decision to Boston 
University and she will be joined there by Sunny Chang (L14, 
U18). Two students — Jenny Zhang (L14, U18), and Ellen Hou 
(U18) — will attend the Savannah College of Art and Design, 
however Jenny is headed to the Hong Kong campus while Ellen 

and Albee Xu (U18) will enroll at UC Santa Barbara, while Peter 

their entrepreneurial passions at the Hult International Business 
School.

the members of the Class of 2018 exemplify that ideal.”
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CLASS OF 2018 COLLEGE ACCEPTANCES
*matriculations noted in bold

 Boston University (2)
California College of the Arts

California Lutheran University
California Polytechnic University,

Pomona

California Polytechnic University,

San Luis Obispo

CSU Channel Islands

CSU Fresno

CSU San Diego

Carroll College

Chapman University 

Colorado State University

Denison University

DePauw University

Emerson College

Franklin & Marshall College
George Washington University

Hampshire College

Hult International School of Business (2)
Lawrence University

New York University
Occidental College

Otis College of Art and Design

Pennsylvania State University

Pepperdine University

Pratt Institute

UC Berkeley
UC Davis

UCLA

UC Riverside
UC San Diego

UC Santa Barbara (2)
UC Santa Cruz

University of Illinois

University of La Verne

University of Oregon

University of Pittsburgh

University of Puget Sound

University of Redlands

University of Rhode Island

University of San Diego

University of San Francisco
University of Washington

Savannah College of Art and Design
Savannah College of Art and Design, Hong Kong

School of Visual Arts

Southern Methodist University
The College of Wooster

The Evergreen State College

The Ohio State University

Washington State University

Wheaton College

Whittier College
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     Come to OVS
See the World
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GLOBAL TRAVEL gives students opportunities to 
learn about world history and cultures, use their foreign 

participate in meaningful community service projects.
This past year, middle and high school students partic-

ipated on separate trips to Peru – but shared common 

Cusco. 
“The point of international travel at this age is to 

Head of School at the Lower Campus.

center teacher Christel Rogero led the middle school trip 

2017. These trips, he said, provide hands-on educational 
opportunities and bring students together in ways educa-
tors often cannot accomplish in a classroom.

comfort zones, they abandon their social hierarchies 
and are more open to bonding with new peers,” he 
said. “The relationships they form through experience 
and adventure continue when we return to campus and 

-

the Inca trail or a glacier in Iceland and not be forever 
reminded of the people you shared those experiences 

-

feel the same.”

high school Peru trip to give students an opportunity 
to explore a country far beyond their borders. She said 

and Spain, but not many get the opportunity to travel 
to South America. She and co-leader Brad Weidlich, 
who teaches English at Upper Campus, also included a 
community service component on their trip, which many 
students said was among their most meaningful experi-
ences. 

OVS has offered global travel experiences for students 
for decades. Recent trips have expanded to include 
equestrian trips to Ireland and Portugal, as well as college 
tours to the East Coast. Each trip provides students with 
character-building lessons, whether it’s resilience de-

can happen on trips or the extension of their outdoor, 
college-prep or equestrian interests.
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Looking back at my time at the Lower Campus, there were so 
many amazing experiences. But going on trips with my teachers 

The camping and backpacking trips every year are a major part of the 

Washington DC and the international trips to Iceland and Peru. 

opened my eyes to different cultures, people, and ways of living. Some 
of the main parts of the trip that really changed me were the markets, 
Machu Picchu, and watching women dye Alpaca fur.

Something we did frequently in Peru was we visited traditional mar-
kets. They are places where multiple generations of women sell crafts, 
food, clothes, and woven blankets. It was amazing to see these items 
being made traditionally by families and passed down by great-grand-
mothers to children who were right there watching. We saw and 
experienced a different way of living that we had never seen before – a 
calm, controlled, and historic way of living. Seeing and talking with 
these people really got me thinking about the busy and hectic lifestyle 
back at home and how different it is from here. 

Another part of the trip to Peru that had a big impact on me was hik-
ing Machu Picchu. Before I even went to Peru I knew that traveling to 

such a special place was incredible, but sharing it with my friends and 
teachers from school was truly an extraordinary experience! It really re-
minded me how lucky I am to go to a school that gives me the oppor-
tunity to experience a bucket list adventure like this. And although the 
hike to the top of Machu Picchu was hard, the view and the feeling of 
accomplishment I got at the top made the whole climb worthwhile. 

The third extraordinary thing that I experienced in Peru was the tra-
ditional dying of Alpaca fur done by a group of Peruvian women. They 

white. Then they walked us through the multiple objects they use to 

watched the woman ranging from ages 16 to 72 turn the white fur into 
beautifully colored yarn, it made me think about how much we take for 
granted.

There are so many things about Lower Campus that were special to 
me, and now I am off to Upper Campus where I will have four more 
equally exciting and interesting years. But the memories of my Lower 
Campus trips will stick with me as I start my next great adventure called 
high school.

Center: OVS high school students make their way to Machu 
Picchu. Bottom: Middle schoolers Catherine Larkin and India 
Getty-Pruss pose in front of the ruins at Machu Picchu

By Catherine Larkin (L18, U22)

S VIEWSSTUDENT VIEWS
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While most students were excited to sleep in the 
morning after Prom, 13 students, including myself, 

and two teachers took off on a weeklong adventure to 

the plane into an overwhelmingly humid airport and fell 
straight into our hotel beds to rest before another long, 
exciting day. 

The next morning at breakfast I actually realized we were 
actually in Peru, so far away from anywhere I’ve ever been 
before. I looked out the window, eyeing the distant, foggy 

a bus to explore Lima – a truly beautiful city that doesn’t 
hide anything. Ranging from fancy hotels by the sea, to 
absolute poverty on the hills, you see it all, and you appre-

After a Peruvian lunch, consisting of chicken, cold 

soda) we made our way back to the bus, trying to dodge 
the street vendors that spotted our group of easily con-
vincible tourists. 

and our anticipation for the Incan ruins we were going to 
visit grew as we walked through the exhibits. 

The next morning, like a group of sleepy zombies, we 
checked our bags and got on another plane that landed 
11,000 feet higher in Cusco. 

Endlessly reaching hills covered in emerald green forests, 
speckled with red and grey houses, stretched under the 
morning fog as far as you could see. We made our way 

local guide took us to different ancient ruins around Cusco. 
I don’t think I will ever forget the vastness and pure perfec-

to be close to the gods, it was created out of up to 80-

other precisely, and all built by manpower of a marvelous 
civilization. 

After buying ponchos and blankets and about 50 llama 
key chains, we ended our day in a typical restaurant, where 
we all tried cuy, roasted guinea pig. While it surely wasn’t 
my favorite, it was worth trying. The next morning, we left 

through the mountains with ancient overgrown terraces 
and tips so high they were frosted with snow. Every town 
we passed had packs of the happiest stray dogs I have 

ever seen in my life, and llamas and alpacas everywhere. 
The next morning, I swear you could almost smell the an-

ticipation in the air as we took the bus up to the entrance 
to Machu Picchu. We followed our guide up the trail, still a 
little out of breath from the altitude, but in amazement of 

Picchu, I was completely mesmerized. It was just like I 

sophisticated, so thoroughly thought through, so unbeliev-
ably beautiful. Terraces stood all around those perfect tem-
ples and highly advanced science buildings – all seemingly 
in the middle of nowhere. In the afternoon, we took the 
hike up to the Sun Gate. It was a 1,000-foot elevation gain, 
and with the already high altitude it was quite a challenge. 
But as everything on this trip, it was worth the work. 

When we saw rain clouds building in the distance, we 

looked around at all the people marching in and out of the 
gates. They were all just as lucky as me.

and we all needed it. Well rested, we spent the morning 
at the plaza, and then took our plane back to Lima. I felt a 
little nostalgic when I peered through the window looking 

come back one day, at least, I really hope so. 
The last two days of the trip in Lima may have been the 

most memorable of all. During that time, we didn’t visit 
museums or explore ancient ruins. Instead, we got to know 
the poor parts of Peru.

-
ten – a single classroom with brightly colored walls and 

restored the garden, and painted fences and walls. The 
leaders cooked us a delicious lunch. We ate and talked and 
laughed. It was an experience so different from anything 
I’ve ever done before, and in spite of the metal spikes and 
broken glass topping the walls all around, I felt so wel-
comed there. When we left, we thanked them, over and 
over, and they thanked us, over and over. 

The next day, we went to a market to buy food for local 
families. It was barely anything, but to a mother with twelve 
young children, it meant so much. We talked and laughed, 
as if we were a family. 

People in Peru don’t call each other friends, they call 
each other brothers and sisters, and we were lucky enough 
to be a part of that for some time.

By Lilli Trompke (U19)
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Photo by Gary Ivanek

The most severely disabled person in the world has an 

intelligence and humanity so precious that a society 
of highly advanced robots would travel billions of light 
years through space and spend trillions of  dollars In 
order to consult with her for the briefest moment.

— Neil Marcus

ALUM
OVERCOMING 
CHALLENGES1
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“I’VE BEEN DESCRIBED AS SAVAGELY TWISTED, par-

spastic mime, creatively endowed with disability.”

has had a medical condition — dystonia musculorum defor-
mans, a rare neuromuscular disease that affects muscles and 
speech — the most notable fact is that Neil has overcome, 
in rather spectacular fashion, the various challenges his con-
dition has presented.

on nearby ponds…We had lots of apple trees on our land 
[The family lived on a large property adjacent to a forest], 

family, which was close and loving, enjoyed camping – And 

-

paints in tubs of water to 

paper, lots of origami.” 
Neil was an observant 

and curious child, a 

One time when he was 

“What holds the stars up?”  

family relocated to Ojai in 1960. Neil was intrigued with the 

terrain,” he said. Neil started as a fourth-grade day stu-
dent at OVS, having by then already been diagnosed with 

-

the Upper Campus in a golf cart, and graduating in 1971 as 
class valedictorian.

After traveling alone to Laos and white-water rafting in 

Washington, where he attended Fairhaven College. He 

to raise awareness and to advocate for accommodations 
disabled people needed to function successfully in an en-
vironment and society that was, at best, misinformed if not 
outright ignorant about what those needs might be.

that Neil wrote with his brother Roger’s collaboration. Neil 

-

formance of the play at the Doolittle Theater in Hollywood.  

Reading on the road, starting at the Access Theater in Santa 
Barbara and eventually winding up at the historic Ford 
Theater as well as at The Kennedy Center for the Performing 

them on stage and performed excerpts. In all, there were 

high schools, and elementary schools throughout the U.S. 

Canada. Storm Reading is smart, poignant, and funny; it 
both splendidly entertains and educates. Not surprisingly, 
it won a number of accolades, including the Outstanding 
Achievement in Play Writing Award from the U.N. Society of 

-
zine’s Best Leading Actor and Best Ensemble Awards.

Among the duly impressed audience members was 
Anthony Edwards, one of the stars of ER, a top-rated TV 

featuring Neil and his play. Some years later, he contacted 
-

wards was directing. Neil agreed to be cast as a disabled 
genius rushed to the hospital after having been injured by 
a hit-and-run driver. 

In recent years, Neil has performed in the Bay Area and 
has traveled to Europe 
and Australia. He has also 
served as a guest lecturer 
on arts and disability, and 
he has co-taught a class 

“Disability and Digital 
Storytelling.” In 2009, 
he collaborated with 

Petra Kuppers, a disability culture activist and Associate 
Professor of English, Theater, Dance, and Women Studies 

-

documents the early days of the disability rights movement 
and provides a window into California zine culture of the 
1980s. He is currently preparing for a return performance 
of Storm Reading.

-

They do not follow my command; they follow their own. I 
don’t want to dwell on having dystonia.  I have a life to live. 
I have a heart and soul. I have a passion for living.” 

Toward that end, Neil has become a traveler, a teacher, a 
writer, actor, dancer, philosopher, visual artist and disability 

of “disability,” and with the word “disabled,” he acquiesc-

apt word comes along. He has become convinced that 
“disability is an art.” The art of life, perhaps. And of love. 
His mastery of that art is apparent through his attitude and 
his impressive accomplishments. 

To commemorate the 30th anniversary of Storm Reading, 
there will be a performance of Neil’s play at the Lobero 
Theater in Santa Barbara at 7 p.m. on September 21.

He has become convinced 

that disability is an art

By Liz Curran Hermes (L66, U69)
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A NEWSALUMNI NEWS

-
brates the bridge between middle and high school. It is also 
a time to recognize those Lower Campus graduates, now 
in their senior year, as they prepare to transition from high 
school to college.

a degree in environmental science and then explore the 
world. He also shared with the students and faculty members 
in attendance how the relationships he formed at OVS have 
continued to shape his life.

clear moments from my childhood at OVS, but I do remem-
ber the clear theme of love and appreciation for one another. 
This was a theme that continued throughout my education. 

to mentors turned to friends. I have leaned on the people 
within this community through hard times, and have been on 

the receiving end of a hug and sound advice many times.”

involved in outdoor education at OVS, became a trip leader 
for the university’s outdoor programs. He went on to study 

through the southern tip of Chile. “I have brushed along 
the tips of mountains and I have spent nights under stars so 
bright that you can’t help but to question the vastness of the 

I attribute them to the values I developed throughout my 
education at OVS.”

-

sustainability or environmental science; and, lastly, try to sit 

“Personally, I suggest playing Settlers of Catan,” he said 

Catan, it’s an epic board game.”

Pons 
Dinner
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THANK YOU to alumna Emmy Addison (L10, U14) for 

Emmy, who just graduated from Pitzer College with a bachelor’s 

Upper Campus teacher Fred Alvarez, who taught Emmy in 
Humanities, AP World History and Journalism, told the seniors 
that she had lived an extraordinary life since she left Ojai Valley 
School. Indeed, Emmy has traveled extensively, studied classics 

abroad in England, and earned her degree with an emphasis in 
archeology. Her future plans include graduate school with an eye 
toward a PhD.

“heads and tails more prepared than everyone else.” She told 

they’ve learned at Upper Campus, and to not be shy about 

Senior-to-Alumni 

Dinner

Thank you to everyone who came out to the Alumni 
Baseball game in May! It was a great day 

– both alumni and students 
played their hearts out 
and, in our book, that’s 
a win for everyone!

OVS ON 
INSTAGRAM

Attention OVS alumni! You 
can now follow the latest 
campus news, past school 

pictures, and views from the 
Ojai Valley on Instagram!

@ojai_valley_school_alumni

Please join us in welcoming our new Alumni Relations 
Associate, Wendy Tremiti. Wendy will serve as a key 
member of our Advancement Team, managing alumni 
social media, planning events, assisting with fundrais-
ing, and most importantly ensuring that we sustain 
a robust alumni relations program! Wendy and her 
husband, Philip, live in Ojai with their three children. 
Wendy’s experience in business, event planning, and 
her love of Ojai Valley School make her a great match. 
Please share your ideas, insights, and alumni connec-
tions with Wendy at alumni@ovs.org

WELCOME OUR NEW ALUMNI RELATIONS ASSOCIATE
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A W EKENDALUMNI WEEKEND

2

4 4

MARK YOUR CALENDARS FOR 
ALUMNI WEEKEND 2019

It’s not too early to begin thinking about the 
2019 Alumni Weekend, June 7-9! We’re looking for 
a few good men and women to join the Reunion 
Committee to help plan next year’s activities and 

-
unions, but as always, all classes are encouraged to 
attend. To become a Class Agent or to assist with 
the reunion, please contact us at alumni@ovs.org 
or call (805) 640-2578.
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1Carol Hall-Mounsey,  
Nancy Novak, and  

Michael Hall-Mounsey.

2Thanks to Winn Gillette (L65, 
U68) for this beautiful picture 

of the Scotch Broom blooming 
along Highway 33.

3Craig Floyd (U83), Carl 
Cooper (L64, U68) and Leola 
Roberts (L72).

4Alumni enjoyed clear skies 
and great company as they 

hikes into the Sespe Wilderness 
with trail leader and longtime 
English teacher Crystal Davis. 

5Amir Podoswa (U15) and 
Paloma Spencer (L07, U11) 

1

3

5
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6John Wickenhaeuser, Rob 

Davis (L81, U88), Jess Brolin 

(L87, U91) and Ben Cassidy 

(L11, U15).

7Nate (L91, U95) and Cait-

lin Cooper (L97) with their 

son, Finley.

8Chelsey Carroll (U10),  

Lindsey Hanselman (U12) 

and Craig Floyd (U83).

9Tracy Fryer (U93) with 

classmate and husband John 

DeNault IV (L89, U93).

6

7

8

9
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In recognition of his civic leadership and dedication to 
the broader Ojai Valley community, Ojai Valley School is 

proud to recognize Tony Thacher (L55) as the recipient of 
the 2018 Founder’s Alumni Award.

The Founder’s Alumni Award was created in 2011 to  
honor an OVS alum whose achievements exemplify the val-
ues endorsed in the school’s motto, Integer Vitae, meaning 
wholeness of life, symmetry of life, and soundness of life.

The school presented Tony with the award during the 

were members of the Thacher family spanning three gen-
erations — a legacy he noted in an eloquent acceptance 
speech beneath the Wallace Burr Pergola.

“This ‘valley surrounded by mountains’ has been home 
to my family for more than six score years; and since this 
school’s founding, a vast cohort of OVS teachers and staff 
have put up with four generations of us rooting and rasting 
around this lovely nurturing place,” he said. “Indeed, next 
fall Anne and I will have four grand-progeny in attendance 

Andrew at Upper.  I’m sure that’s not a record, but perhaps, 
starting with my mother at the Bristol School, we can claim 
to have more vertical feet of family at OVS as our record.”

A longtime Ojai Valley rancher, Tony’s numerous service 
roles earned him the distinction of being named an Ojai 
Living Treasure in 2015. He has served as a member of the 
Rotary Club of Ojai for more than 40 years and has served 
as club president. One of the projects dear to him was the 
club’s scholarship program, which has supported numerous 
students in their dreams of attending college.

Tony has also dedicated his time and talents to serve on 

organizing events in celebration of the city’s 100th anni-
versary last year — and involved Ojai Valley School in the 

-
ically citrus and avocado production, Tony has served on 

Leadership.

on his early years as a student at OVS and, demonstrating 

stepped forward to help the school following the devastat-
ing Thomas Fire.

“OVS is made up not only of buildings, but of genera-
tions of caring people — people who poured forth and in 
less than a month righted the ship and patched the holes,” 

never more evident than at OVS.”

Tony Thacher Named Recipient 
of Founder’s Alumni Award

Top: Tony Thacher (L55) with the Founder’s Alumni 
Award. Bottom: Several generations of the Thacher family 
were in attendance to watch Tony receive his award.
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A NOTESALUMNI NOTES

Lower 1935

    Prof. Barbara B. Smith visited 

June while they were visiting alumni 
in Hawaii. At age 98, Barbara is as 
sharp as ever. Professor Emeritus of 

the arts and cultural community in 
Hawaii and beyond. Although she 
retired from the University in 1982, 

of ethnomusicology nationally 
and she remains passionate about 
introducing young people to the 
rich tapestry of non-Western mu-
sic through live performance. She 
continues to provide counsel and 
grant support to OVS in support 
of non-Western music education. 

Lower 1952

    Stephen Bauman wanted to set 
the record straight that he attended 

and 4th grades and the summer 

remember this distinctly because 

replaced it with a brand new ‘46 
Ford Woody Wagon.” 

Lower 1953

Jerri (Batson) Prenzlow
very saddened to read of John 

grandmother Hazel Campbell Pat-
terson Stuart was the younger sister 
of Ada Campball Patterson who 
must have married a Callendar.” 

Lower 1957

Linda Federhart Scott also 
shared her memories of classmate 

on her favorite teacher at Lower, 

“I was sorry to learn of the death 
of my good friend, John Callender, 
in the bulletin recently. He always 

an impression upon my husband 
when they met many years ago. At 
the time, I did not realize what a 
great impression he made on me 

that he made the same impression 
to many other students over his 
many years in Ojai. Rest assured 

-
ity often sent trembles into one’s 
body… then so did my husband’s 

“I cannot imagine just how 
devastated the Upper Campus 
and surrounding area was by the 

his wife currently stationed at Pt. 

-

students, reading from the latest 
Alumni Notes, stood aghast as 

-

of them. Plans and preparation 
notwithstanding, unexpected hap-
pens. So much history; tangible 
has been lost, memories and pho-
tos remain etched within us all.” 

progression from E-1 to CWO4; 
could not go any further at China 

we have two children, Eric and 
Shannon, who have both grown 
and are successful in their careers. 

to Palm Coast; then a nice little 
coastal town south of St. Augus-
tine. Then the building boom hit 
with our current population hover-
ing around 100,000; so much for 
small towns. I am still active with 
my association to the Navy Wives 
Club of America and other civic 
local involvements. 

classmates and others at the next 
reunion in June.” 

Lower 1958

Joyce Murray “I am retired from 

nursing facilities, though I still 

spent volunteering at the Botanical 
-

tural projects and helping out in 

going on to educate people about 
the endangered monarchs where 
numbers have decreased by 80% 
in the last 20 years.” 

 
Hester Palmquist

afford sending me to OVS, It must 

aid or perhaps my grandmother 

it might have saved me from an 
otherwise dire fate as my best 
friend prior to my coming to OVS 
became a member of the (Charles) 

1
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times if this could have happened 
to me as well, had my mother not 

-
lic junior high school I was attend-

It’s worth noting that Hester’s 
note was submitted along with a 

Lower 1999

Sarah Gates (see U03)

Lower 2001

Jason Goldman (see U05)

Lower 2004

   John-Clark Levin was part 
of the winning team represent-
ing St John’s College Cambridge 

on the BBC’s quiz show Univer-
sity Challenge. Their win made 

running since 1962 and is notori-

studying for a PhD after graduat-
ing from Harvard, and was previ-

in the center with his teammates. 

Lower 2008

Gunnar Helman (see U12)

Gavin Silver (see U12)

Lower 2011

Sarah Silver (see U15) 

Claire Wickenhaeuser (see U15)

Emmy Addison (see U14)

Sophia Wu (see U14)

Upper 1987

   Web Wang met classmate 
Eric Swenson (U87) and his family 

-
-

were none available as they were 

great to reconnect and meet his 

is where I left Eric when he was 

we toured colleges during our 

friend.” Pictured are Web and Eric 
3

4

1 3

2 4
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Upper 1988

Julie (Zweig) Fishman

classrooms facing the hill full of 
brush above the soccer field, 

his body ready for a cartwheel, 

proceeded to cartwheel into the 

-
ing? I also remember feeling 

It was the best year of my youth 
by far.” 

Upper 1994

Tomoko (Seino) Hotema 
helped organize our Alumni 
gathering in Honolulu, Hawaii in 
June. 

Here she is pictured with  

also assisted with the Thomas 
Fire recovery efforts, rallying 

Upper 2003

Sarah Gates married her hus-
band, Ryan Bunter, on April 15. 

Barbara City College and the 
-

sion in Santa Barbara. The theme 
of their wedding was The Princess 

was dressed as The Impressive 
Clergyman (voice included). Lisa 
and John Boyd performed the 
music for the ceremony.

The Friday after their ceremony, 
Sarah and Ryan left on a two-and-

where they visited Rome, Venice, 
Florence, San Vincenzo, Pisa, 

had a wonderful time and plan to 
continue to travel to Europe in the 
years ahead.

They are in the process of buying 
a house and are greatly enjoying 
married life. Sarah is continuing to 

-
riage and Family Therapist. Ryan 

Director at a company in West-

 
sarahbuntermft.com as well as  
expanding her practice to Thou-

Upper 2005

   Congratulations to Jason 
Goldman who graduated from 
Ventura School of Law with High-
est Honors and delivered the Vale-
dictorian Speech. Jason is pictured 
with his sister and his wife, Liz 
White (L01, U05).

Upper 2012

   Gunnar Helman has received 

-
ty of San Francisco. He recently 
started a position as Inside Sales 

the world’s leading sports and live 

in Premium Hospitality for a sec-
ond season with the Los Angeles 

at the USF College of Arts and 

5

5 6

6

7

6
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Lorie, his brother, Hunter (L06, 
U10), and his father, Andy, a mem-
ber of the OVS Board of Trustees.

Gavin Silver is now a Foreign 
exchange analyst with Northern 
Trust in Tempe, Arizona. 

Upper 2014 

   Emmy Addison graduat-
ed from Pitzer College with a 
degree in Classics. She plans 
to attend graduate school and 
pursue a PhD. Emmy served as 

which was particularly special 
because her younger sisters, Clara 
and Celeste, were in the graduat-

Grant Spencer graduated from 

-
roscience with a minor in East 
Asian Studies, with an emphasis 

started doing research at Boston 
Children’s Hospital where he will 
spend the next two years and 
during that time he will apply to 
medical school. He is enjoying his 

Sophia Wu graduated from 

She plans to continue her studies 
there for an additional year in a 
master’s program – and she just 

Upper 2015

Daphne Psaledakis is interning 
this summer at the Reuters News 
Agency in Washington, D.C., 
gaining valuable foreign policy re-
porting experience that she hopes 
will eventually lead to a job as a 
foreign political correspondent. 

“I fully expect that the internship 
is going to be challenging, but I’m 

from it,” said Daphne, who will be 
a senior this coming school year at 

Daphne was introduced to 
journalism as a sophomore at the 
Upper Campus, where she be-
gan writing for the award-winning 
school newspaper, On The Hill. By 

she wanted to study journalism 
in college. In her senior year, she 
served as editor-in-chief of the 
high school paper.

Daphne writes for a local stu-
dent-run newspaper, the Columbia 

news, how to develop story ideas 
and journalism ethics.

Sarah Silver
year at ASU and just turned 21. 

   Masaki Takamatsu might be a 
mechanical engineering major at 

-
preneur, most recently becoming 
director of product development 
for Bristl Science, which has ded-
icated itself to building a better 
toothbrush.

at a school-sponsored “new idea” 

8

7 8

9
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with a fellow student to cre-

into the entrepreneurial 
world and served to con-
nect him to the director of 

Fast forward a few years and 

entrepreneurial road.
-

neur classes while pursuing 
his degree in mechanical 
engineering and has added 
experience in e-commerce 
and Amazon to his reper-
toire, creating a product — a 

your phone — that has sold 
on Amazon since 2016. He 
has also played around with 
what’s called Dropshipping 
with the e-commerce plat-
form Shopify.

shifted his entrepreneurial 
focus to the big leagues.

Last October, his entre-

approached him with a 

establish a Korean tooth-
brush company here in the 

-
oritized his other projects 
and climbed onboard as 
co-founder of the company, 
which has dedicated itself 
to building a better tooth-
brush. With his help, the 
company, Bristl Science, on 

-
starter campaign that within 
hours reached its fundraising 

-
paign is still active, with the 
company continuing to ac-
cept pre-orders. Contact our 
Alumni Office if you want 

more information to connect 

  Claire Wickenhaeuser 

-
tive ranger at the Channel 

-
quarters in Ventura. Claire, 

college studies in environ-

time as a seasonal ranger.

(pictured) who ventured 

to learn about the unique 
ecosystems of the Channel 
Islands. She has also toured 
visiting OVS summer camp 
students.

9 10

10
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On February 11, Lewis John Carlino died 
peacefully at his father’s home on Whid-

bey Island, Washington. He was 52.

him, was born in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, 
on December 15, 1965 to Lewis John Carlino, 
Sr, and his wife, Natelle. The family then made 
its home on a farm in Washington New Jersey, 
and would include two daughters, Vone’ and 
Alessa, before Natelle relocated to Ojai when 
Lewis was ten.

Lewis attended OVS from the sixth grade 
through high school, graduating from the 
Upper Campus in 1984 as valedictorian of his 
class. He subsequently moved to Los Angeles, 

a script analyst while pursuing his passion for 

for Robert Chartoff Productions.
In 1988, Lewis suffered a devastating spinal 

fracture.  The doctors told him he would never 
regain full use of his hands and would always 
require live-in care. Lewis delightedly proved 
their dire predictions wrong.  That same year, 
he was blessed with the birth of a son. Though 
wheelchair bound, he lived independently for 
the rest of his life.

in England. He had, for many years by then, 
developed a great interest in Buddhism.

he sang, he mastered instruments, he recorded 
albums, wrote screenplays, music, and poetry. 
Friend Tim Newhart (U85) made this obser-

talented musician and gifted writer; however, 

what was being said. It was just one of his 
many gifts.”

Dubbed by 
some who 

“the Ferris 
Bueller of 
Ojai,” Lewis 
had a wonder-
ful community 
of devoted 
friends, who 
loved him for 
his original and 
outrageous 
humor, for his uncanny ability to transform him-
self into any character he chose, for his beautiful 
musical compositions, and for his unwavering 

of nature and a repository of delight.

as Lewis.  It had eyes that saw into ours and 

shared to create this world we both agreed on.  

you have is memory; and that may indeed be 
true.  But I have a feeling it’s a bit more gran-

experienced Lewis in vibrations. Vibrations of 
interests, sadness, understanding and misunder-
standings, love, laughter, thought, emotion and 

-
ing-Center, on what frequency do you remember 
Lewis?  Whatever it may be, it will not be wrong.  
It will be the most honest and thorough indicator 
of what he was and quite possibly, still is.

Lewis is survived by his son, Duncan O’Bryan; 
granddaughter, June Alice; sister, Alessa; father, 
Lew; and mother, Natelle.

IN MEMORIAM

Lewis John Carlino, Jr.  (L80, U84)
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G. Stanley Hatch, Jr. (L59)

OVS recently learned that Stan Hatch Jr., who 
attended OVS for eighth and ninth grades 

as a member of the Class of 1959, succumbed to 
cancer on June 17, 2017. He was 72.

After Stan graduated, his family moved to Oma-
-

shire to board at St. Paul’s School. He then attend-
ed Vanderbilt University in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Once he completed his degree at Vanderbilt in 
1967, Stan did a stint in the Army, spending one 
year of his service in Vietnam at the height of that 

poster at Division Headquarters instead of out in 
the bush.”

was hired by the Franchise Tax Board. He became 

years, starting in collections, moving into audit, 

actual job title was “special agent”). He said that 
last post — which involved writing and executing 

cases to the district attorney and testifying in court 
— “was the most fun.”

Stan made their post-retirement home in La Quin-
ta and made frequent trips to Dana Point, where 
they camped at the beach in a motor home. In 

and traveling with his family, which had come to 
include grandchildren.

by his daughter, Beth; son, Joe; and by his three 

may be made to the American Cancer Society.

IN MEMORIAM
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The Rev. D.  
Andrew Kille, 

who was a writ-
er, teacher, editor, 
musician, preacher, 
biblical scholar, and 
interfaith activist, 
passed away on June 

OVS, lived in Ventura for the first 10 years of his 
life.  After his family moved to Ojai in 1960, he 
was enrolled at OVS, where his grandparents 

school years, graduating in 1967.  At Stanford, 
where he was majoring in English literature, he 
met the woman who would become his wife.  
Pamela and Andy married in 1972, the year after 
he had completed his undergraduate degree.

Andy was ordained at the American Baptist 

the next several years, he served at the First 
Baptist Church of Palo Alto, the Seminary Intern 

In 1997, Andy received a Ph.D. in psychology 

movement to renew psychologically-informed 
ways of reading the Bible. For several years, 
Andy served as chair of the Psychology and 
Biblical Studies Unit of the Society of Biblical 
Studies. 

Five years after completing his Ph.D., Andy 
created Interfaith Space, developing oppor-
tunities for interfaith dialogues, shared sacred 

space, and communications among interfaith 
groups in Santa Clara County and surrounding 

-
faith Space helped bring about the designation 
of Partner City by the Parliament of the World’s 
Religions.  Andy became a founding member 
and first chair of the Silicon Valley Interreligious 

-
ed in interfaith circles around the Bay Area and 
beyond.

In 2008, Andy became the editor of “The 

Lines”), a study resource for individuals and 
groups, that uses open-ended questions to en-
gage people deeply with Scriptural readings. 

Andy cherished the outdoors and spent many 

the Sierras and Cascades.  His last trip was into 
the Sespe Canyon with members of his Thacher 
class who had gotten together to celebrate their 
50th reunion.

He also loved music.  In addition to playing 
guitar, Andy composed songs.  He led congre-
gational music at St. Phillips Episcopal Church 
for 15 years and sang with the Sunnyvale Sing-

Andy is survived by his wife, Pamela; his 

Hart; father, David W. Kille; sisters Laurel and 
Beth Buhler; and nephew Davey Frew (Rosie). 

Donations in Andy’s memory may be sent 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28220, or to the 
Silicon Valley Interreligious Council (SiVIC), 

Jose, CA 95111.

Rev. Dr. David Andrew Kille, Lower ‘64

IN MEMORIAM
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C -

died on August 5. She was 62.
Celia was born in Salinas, California. Her fam-

ily moved to Ojai when Celia was twelve years 
old. She graduated from Nordhoff High School 
and then Ventura College. While attending VC, 
Celia developed a close friendship with Sharon 

their college classes.  
Eventually, Celia would marry Sharon’s broth-

er, Duane. The couple had three children. 
Celia loved being a wife and mother, and she 
devoted her life to the family during the chil-
dren’s early years. Her devotion was evident in 

soccer teams (despite the fact that Celia herself 
had never played soccer), volunteering at their 
schools, and doing what they, not she, most 

Celia had a wide range of talents and inter-
ests. What she most loved to do recreationally 

drawing.
Once her children were grown, Celia returned 

Thomas Aquinas College and at The Thacher 
School before joining the staff at OVS. All of us 

-
ness, her upbeat personality, and her unfailing 

Celia is survived by Duane, her husband of 

-
topher; her sisters, Editha O’Neill and Stella 
Vandegrift; and her granddaughters, Nia and 
Abbey.

The family has requested that those wishing 

do so to their favorite charity.

Celia Montgomery
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ichael (which he preferred to be called from age 5) 
was born in Chicago 72 years ago. When he was 

-

was active in sports and in Boy Scouts, eventually becom-
ing an Eagle Scout. He overcame a learning disability and 
learned to read at age 8 with the help and support of his 

he’d do better academically in a boarding school; hence, 

boys were bused down to Lower for classes in those days.) 

class and was fully involved in campus life. He served as 
president of the Lettermen’s Club and was the varsity soc-

and baseball teams; he played touch football, and he was 

for the school paper, The Observer, and he played a role in 
the spring play his senior year.

He made friendships at OVS that lasted a lifetime, 

 

Also, as hilariously funny.  He was larger than life,” she said.  

political science from Cal Western University and, in 1969, 

American welfare and rights.

passed the bar in Washington State that year.  Despite 

a semi-autobi-
ographical novel 
that chronicles 
those early years 
of his law career, 
during which time 

partner was his St. 
Bernard, Prosser. 
He would eventu-

-
ishing practice and 
be voted Wash-
ington’s Funniest 
Lawyer on account 
of the legal advice 
he dispensed on a 
local radio show.

and on multiple business projects. They married in 1990 in 
Cape Town, South Africa.  Four years later, Kaysee-Li, who 

-
zhou, China.

-

he helped facilitate adoptions.

hits off of major league pitchers, which helps the Seattle 

a fable entitle The World Below. It is a story of conserva-
tion in a changing underwater world. Clive Cussler, who 

“an absorbing tale of lovable underwater creatures…an 

will become a classic of children’s literature.”

held strong, activist-driven opinions about the environ-

that organization.

Rennie; sister-in-law Barbara (Donald) Bernard; and several 
nieces and nephews. 

David Michael Tomkins (U65)

IN MEMORIAM
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